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ABSTRACT The cryptanalytic resistance of modern block and stream encryption systems mainly depends
on the substitution box (S-box). In this context, the problem is thus to create an S-box with higher value
of nonlinearity because this property can provide some degree of protection against linear and differential
cryptanalysis attacks. In this paper, we design a scheme built on a human behavior-based optimization
algorithm, supported with Self-Organizing Maps to prevent premature convergence and improve the
nonlinearity property in order to obtain strong 8× 8 substitution boxes. The experiments are compared with
S-boxes obtained using other metaheuristic algorithms such as Ant Colony Optimization, Genetic Algorithm
and an approach based on chaotic functions and show that the obtained S-boxes have good cryptographic
properties. The obtained S-box is investigated against standard tests such as bijectivity, nonlinearity, strict
avalanche criterion, bit independence criterion, linear probability and differential probability, proving that
the proposed scheme is proficient to discover a strong nonlinear component of encryption systems.

INDEX TERMS Cryptography, Substitution box, Self-Organizing Maps, Metaheuristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the primary techniques that allow us to ensure security
over digital information is Cryptography. We can gener-
ally characterize it into a symmetric cipher and asymmetric
cipher. An asymmetric cipher utilizes a different key for
the processes of encryption and decryption. The public key
encrypts the plain text into cipher text and private key reverts
this process. Symmetric block cipher uses the same key for
encryption and decryption. The substitution box (S-box) is
one of the most important components in symmetric cryp-
tographic systems such as Data Encryption Standard (DES),
and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). Claude Shannon
proves that a strong cryptographic system must integrate
two fundamental properties: confusion and diffusion [1]. A
S-Box provides the first property, hiding the relationship

between secret key and cipher text. This is the only non-
linear component that determines the strength of the entire
block encryption algorithm. Therefore, the main concern in
the construction of strong cryptosystem is the design of a
secure S-box. The strength of an S-box can be measured

using several criteria, for example nonlinearity, balance, strict
avalanche criterion, XOR profile, bit independent criterion,
transparency order [2]. These criteria allow us to assert the
resistance of a substitution box to cryptanalysis [3] [4]. A
large number of works focuses on using the nonlinearity as a
fitness value as so do we. General methods are used for the
design of substitution box e.g. random methods [5], algebraic
constructions, chaotic maps and heuristic methods. As exam-
ples of the last method, we can mention works carried out
using Ant Colony Optimization [6], Genetic Algorithm [7],
[8], Simulated Annealing [9], [10], Leaders and Followers
[11] and Particle Swarm Optimization [12]. In this paper,
we use a novel optimization algorithm based on the human
behavior [13] integrated it with Self-Organizing Maps in
order to avoid the problem of premature convergence [14].
This issue occurs when the population of the optimization
algorithm reaches a suboptimal state where the operators
can no longer produce new solutions which outperform the
best found solution so far. In that case, the search process
will likely be trapped in a region containing a non-global
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optimum. A simple explanation for the occurrence of this
phenomenon is the loss of diversity. To overcome this, we
train the Self-Organizing Map in order to allow us to assess
the intensity of the exploration process on the regions through
which the optimization algorithm has passed and take an
appropriate decision on the search process. The experiments
generated by the hybrid proposal show that the generated S-
box has good cryptographic properties in contrast with S-
boxes obtained using other algorithms such as Ant Colony
Optimization, Genetic Algorithm, and constructions based on
chaotic functions. The resulting S-box is evaluated against
cryptographic criteria such as bijectivity [15], [16], nonlin-
earity, strict avalanche criteria, differential uniformity, prov-
ing to be a competitive scheme for the problem at hand.

This work is organized as follows: The related work is
introduced in the next section. Section III describes the
substitution box problem. Section IV explains optimization
algorithm based on human behavior. Section V deals with
the Self-Organizing Maps. Section VI details the integration
of the two techniques. Section VII shows the experimental
results. Finally, conclusions and future works are exposed in
Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK
During the last decades, the design of substitution boxes,
have gained relevance in two categories, the design through
optimization algorithms and the approaches based in chaotic
systems. Optimization algorithms aim to build substitution
boxes through an iterative process, focusing to improve a
S-box in relation to one or more properties. The chaotic
systems approach has proven to be a tool valid for the
construction of substitution boxes since the high degree of
sensibility of its initial parameters allows a high divergence
in the results and this means that it is practically impossible
to predict their behavior. Regarding works with methods for
the generation of substitution boxes, [10] proposed a Sim-
ulated Annealing with Hill-Climbing approach and use cost
functions based on the whole Walsh Hadamard spectrum and
autocorrelation spectrum. They evaluate the results according
to nonlinearity, autocorrelation and algebraic degree. [17]
proposed an adaptive alternative to static strategies of the
hill climbing technique, combining the weak and strong hill
climbing techniques. The obtained algorithm, Dynamic Hill
Climbing, has the quality of being adaptive, because it can
decide when to choose and strong or weak hill climbing. [18]
tested that the choice of cost function can dramatically impact
on the efficiency of the optimization methods for generating
Boolean functions. In the specific case of Simulated Anneal-
ing behaves when it is used with a cost function inspired by
Parseval’s Theorem. [19] presents a method that joins special
genetic algorithm with total tree searching, using a special
cost function to build S-boxes with dimensions of 5 × 5,
6× 6, 7× 7, 8× 8. [20] proposed an evolutionary algorithm
based on a theorem for the construction of a permutation, that
finds S-boxes with good cryptographic criterion such as high
nonlinearity, low autocorrelation, low difference, and high

algebraic immunity. [21] improved a gradient descent method
to decrease the nonlinearity of given vectorial Boolean func-
tions with minimum δ-uniformity, finding substitutions that
can be used in modern symmetric algorithms. [5] proposed
a random method that choose some fixed set of starting S-
boxes. The output S-boxes are obtained by making various
compositions of the starting S-boxes. They generate S-boxes
of n × n, with n = 8, 10, 12, and compare themselves
with several random methods. The results show that the
rates of good S-boxes among those generated by various
methods do not depend substantially on the method of gen-
eration. [22] presented a methodology based on the classical
Fisher-Yates shuffle technique combined with chaotic map to
serve as random number generator for the capable execution
of the shuffle technique. The performance of the method
is evaluated against bijective property, nonlinearity, strict
avalanche criteria and equiprobable I/O XOR distribution.
[23] proposed an algorithm to build nonlinear substitution
components using a chaotic Boolean fit function, that are
employed to image encryption. [24] shows a generation of
an S-box with fractional chaotic Rössler system and use the
resulting S-box to present a new watermarking technique.
The quality of the S-box is evaluated against standard criteria
such as bit independence criterion, nonlinearity analysis,
strict avalanche criterion, linear approximation probability
and differential approximation probability.

[25] used a two-dimensional Gingerbreadman chaotic
map and S8 symmetry group to construct an S-box applied
to image encryption applications. [26] detailed the clonal
selection algorithm, that is a form of artificial immune al-
gorithm, mixed with a modified hill climbing method. This
approach can elaborate large quantity of highly nonlinear
bijective S-boxes, with low differential uniformity and low
autocorrelation. [27] exposed a chaotic S-box based on the
interlace of logistic map and bacterial foraging optimization
algorithm. It uses the logistic map to build a set of S-
boxes and then executes the optimization algorithm with the
cost function combining the nonlinearity and the differential
uniformity. [28] utilized a method with the conjunction of
Cuckoo Search Algorithm and chaotic maps to enhance
the nonlinearity of a S-box. This approach produces an S-
box with nonlinearity 109.25, which is a good indicator of
strength of the cipher against linear attacks. [12] described
a particle swarm optimization algorithm with the genera-
tion of initial population using chaotic Renyi map. Their
experiments were conducted across different scenarios, with
variable population size, number of iterations, and linear
increase in inertial weight. The results show that this method
complies with standard criterions and propose an image
encryption application. [29] presented a scheme with a new
discrete compound chaotic system, Logistic-Sine system, to
generate S-Box with satisfactory cryptographic performance.
[30] propounded a method with Cuckoo Search algorithm
that uses a discrete-space chaotic map for the initial popula-
tion generation, and thus improve the searching performance
and convergence speed of Cuckoo Search. The performance
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of the algorithm was evaluated with bijectivity, nonlinearity,
strict avalanche criteria, bit independence criteria, differential
uniformity, and linear probability. [31] presented a scheme
that initially generates a S-box based on Lorenz map and
that is improved through the scan path of Hilbert curve.
[32] proposed a new modular approach consists of three
operations such as new transformation, modular inverses,
and permutation. The obtained S-Box is evaluated against
standard criterions such as nonlinearity, fixed points, SAC
and BIC properties, differential uniformity and linear ap-
proximation probability. [11] shows that the concurrence
between exploration and exploitation can affect the quality
of the heuristic search and propose a design based on the
Leaders and Followers metaheuristic [98], that deals with
the problem stated before. They optimize the nonlinearity
and transparency order of S-boxes. Using machine learning
techniques, they improved the point on which the change
between exploration and exploitation must occur.

Our main contribution is to address the substitution box
design problem and the premature convergence problem.
The resolution of the first problem is made through an op-
timization algorithm based on human behavior. The second
problem will be solved through the application of Self-
Organizing Maps. In addition, we incorporate the concept of
novelty that allows us to reward or punish solutions, this is
done based on the accumulation of information provided by
the optimization algorithm, which is processed by the Self-
Organizing Maps and allows us to modify the behavior of
the optimization algorithm online. The combination of both
techniques proves to be competitive in terms of nonlinearity
results of the substitution boxes found and also provides a
visualization mechanism of the behavior of the optimization
algorithm when the latter performs the travel by the search
space.

III. SUBSTITUTION BOX
Substitution boxes are a fundamental component in cryp-
tography, mainly, in block ciphers, in order to exhibit a
high quality of nonlinearity property [33]. In the case that
a substitution box or boxes do not comply with this property,
it can be established that the encryption algorithm does not
guarantee an adequate level of security [34].

Formally, a substitution box S is a function or correspon-
dence of n input bits to m output bits, S : Zn

2 ⇒ Zm
2 ,

that is, an S-box can be viewed as a Vector Boolean function
of n input bits and m output bits. When n = m the
function is reversible and therefore bijective. However, on
many occasions, the substitution box of the block ciphers
is not bijective. For example, the Data Encryption Standard
(DES) employs S-boxes in which the number of input bits
(six) is greater than the number of output bits (four). The
number of Boolean functions eligible to design a S-box with
n input bits and m output bits is given by 2m

2
n

therefore, for
small values of n and m, the search space is quite extensive.

Figure 1 shows the Advanced Encryption Standard(AES)
SBox, this SBox presents a non-linearity of 112. The opera-

tion of the substitution box is with 8 input bits and 8 output
bits, the procedure is as follows:

• Input value: 9A(Hex) ⇒ 10011010(Bin)
• Taking the first 4 bits determine the row 1001 ⇒ row 9,

the last 4 bits represent the column 1010 ⇒ column A
• Output value: B8(Hex) ⇒ 10111000

FIGURE 1: AES SBox

A. PRELIMINARIES

A Boolean function is a discrete function f : Fn
2 → Fm

2 , that
maps n input bits, to m output bits. It can be represented with
a truth table, in its algebraic form or its decimal form, among
others.

An example of a truth table representation with functions
of two input variables

x1 x2

f0
︷︸︸︷
x1x2

f1
︷ ︸︸ ︷

(x1x2)⊕ x1

f2
︷ ︸︸ ︷

x1 ⊕ x2

1 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0

Algebraic Normal Form (ANF) describes a Boolean func-
tion in terms of sum (XOR) and product (AND) of the input
variables. The function f is formally defined as follows:

f(x1, ..., xn) = a0 ⊕ a1x1 ⊕ ...⊕ anxn ⊕ a12x1x2 ⊕ ...

...⊕ an−1nxn−1xn ⊕ a12...nx1x2...xn

(1)

For Example f(x1, x2, x3) = 1+x3 +x2x3 +x1x2, with
one ouput bit.

x1 x2 x3 f(x1,x2,x3)

0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0

The truth table of a Boolean function can be represented
by means of a vector with elements in decimal format. This
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vector will have a length of 2n, where n is the number of
input bits. For example, if the truth table of a function of three
input variables and three output variables:

Truth Table =















0 0 1
1 0 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
1 1 0
0 1 0
1 1 1
0 0 0















The corresponding decimal representation is as follows:

Truth Table =
[
1 4 5 3 6 2 7 0

]

The Hamming weight of a Boolean function is defined as
the amount of 1 present in their truth table representation. In
the previous example the Hamming weight is 12.

A Boolean function is balanced if its Hamming weight is
exactly 2n−1. From another standing point, if all the elements
in their decimal representation, they are unique.

The Hamming distance is the difference between two
Boolean functions of the same dimension. It is the number
of bits that differs between functions.

Algebraic degree, considering the Algebraic Normal Form
in (1), the algebraic degree of an n − variable Boolean
function f(x), denoted by deg(f), is the number of variables
of the largest product term of the function’s ANF having a
non-zero coefficient. For example:

f1 = 1 + x1 + x1x2 deg(f) = 2

f2 = x2 + x3 + x1x2x3 deg(f) = 3

A Boolean function with algebraic degree at most one is
called an affine Boolean function. The general form of an
affine Boolean function of n variables is:

fafin(x1,x2,...,xn) = anxn + an−1xn−1 + ...

...+ a2x2 + a1x1 + a0
(2)

with ai ∈ {0, 1}. If the term constant a0 is zero, the function
is called linear boolean function. For a Boolean function
of n variables, there are 2n+1 affine boolean functions. For
example for n = 2, The affine functions are:

f1 = a0

f2 = a0 + a1x1

f3 = a0 + a2x2

f4 = a0 + a1x1 + a2x2

f5 = a1x1 + a2x2

f6 = a1x1

f7 = a2x2

f8 = 0

The Walsh-Hadamard Transformation (WHT), of a n vari-
ables Boolean function f , represented by its polarity form f̂ ,
is denoted by F̂f (w) and defined as:

F̂f (w) =
∑

x∈Bn

f̂(x)(−1)<w,x>

=
∑

x∈Bn

(−1)f(x)⊕<w,x>

=
∑

x∈Bn

f̂(x)l̂w(x)

(3)

where l̂w(x) is the signed function of the linear function
lw(x) =< w, x >.
F̂f (w) ∈ [−2n, 2n] , ∀w ∈ B

n and F̂f (w) is known as a
spectral walsh coefficient, while the real-value vector of all
2n spectral coefficients is referred to as the WHT Spectrum.
The maximum absolute value, taken by F̂f , is given by:
WHTmax(f) = max(w∈Bn)|F̂f (w)|.

Hadamard matrix, is a binary matrix of dimensions 2n ×
2n, whose element of the i-th row and j-th column, is
W (i, j).

H2n =

[
H2k−1 H2k−1

H2k−1 −H2k−1

]

(4)

For example:

W(1) =

[
1 1
1 −1

]

W(2) =







1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1







The nonlinearity of Boolean functions is one of the funda-
mental cryptographic elements. It measures the distance from
a Boolean function to the closest affine Boolean function.
Low nonlinearity Boolean functions are susceptible to linear
and differential attacks.

Let f(x) a Boolean function. For any affine function
a(x) = a0 + l(x), the distance between f(x) and a(x) is:

d(f(x), a(x)) = wt(f(x)⊕ a(x))

=
2n−1∑

x=0

(f(x)⊕ a(x))

=
1

2

2n−1∑

x=0

(1− (−1)f(x)+a(x))

= 2n−1 −
1

2
(−1)a0

2n−1∑

x=0

(−1)f(x)+l(x)

(5)

Usign l(x) = 〈w, x〉 = w1x1⊕w2x2⊕ ...⊕wnxn, where
w is the coefficient vector; the above can be written:

d(f(x), a(x)) = 2n−1 −
1

2
(−1)a0

2n−1∑

x=0

(−1)f(x)+〈w,x〉

= 2n−1 −
1

2
(−1)a0S(f)(w)

(6)
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where S(f)(w) is the Walsh-Hadamard transform of f(x) on
w. Notice that a0 ∈ {0, 1}, and 〈w, x〉 represents all affine
boolean functions. Then the nonlinearity of f(x):

nl(f) = 2n−1 −
1

2
max|S(f)(w)| (7)

In this work, the nonlinearity is used as the fitness function
to optimize.

IV. HUMAN BEHAVIOR BASED OPTIMIZATION
Currently, humans try to move towards a personal goal in
order to achieve a better existence, however, this does not
apply to all. We can establish that a good individual is the
one who fulfils his purpose, even though the goal itself can
change along the time. The purpose of individuals is highly
variable, so one individual can achieve his purpose in the
study of jazz while another can does it in playing soccer.
It is also evident that there are categories of quality among
individuals who are dedicated to a particular objective or
purpose. In addition, everybody meets a variety of individuals
throughout time and uses their concepts and suggestions
to higher their lives, in order that any contact is viewed
as a gathering with a consultant that may be effective or
ineffective. In some things, owing to that consultation, that
person may change his skilled field and pursue a far bet-
ter role in another field to boost himself [13]. The human
behavior optimization algorithm takes its inspiration on the
ideas mentioned before. Firstly, an initial random population
is generated. Then, the individuals or solutions are spread
among several fields or groups of purpose. In each field,
individuals will try to improve themselves by means of
the process described in section 4.2. After, each individual
will find a random advisor from the whole population and
start to consult with him. Lastly, as we mentioned before,
individuals may change the purpose that they are pursuing.
This is achieved by the process delineated in section 4.4. To
conclude the optimization algorithm the stopping criteria will
be checked, and if one of them reaches, the algorithm stops.
The Human Behavior Based Optimization (HBBO) consists
of the five steps as follows:

• Step 1: Initialization
• Step 2: Education
• Step 3: Consultation
• Step 4: Field changing probability
• Step 5: Finalization

The individuals or solutions of this work represent boolean
functions.

A. INITIALIZATION

The initial population is randomly generated and spread
among the fields evenly. In an optimization problem with
Nvar variables, an individual is defined as follows:

Individual = [x1, x2, ...., xNvar] (8)

HBBO generates Npop of individuals, which forms the so-
ciety, and randomly spreads them among Nfield of initial

fields. The fields are composed by a number of individuals
according to the following equation:

Nind = round {Npop/Nfield} (9)

where Nind is the number of initial individuals in i-th field.

B. EDUCATION

In the education process, every individual tries to learn and
improve itself by moving around the best individual of its
field, which is named expert individual and is the one who
has the best function value in each field.

Minimum similarity is calculated by the following equa-
tion:

sMin = k1s (10)

where k1 corresponds to a parameter of HBBO, which gives
the weight factor and s is the distance between the best indi-
vidual of the field and the individual evaluated belonging to
that field. Maximum similarity is calculated by the following
equation:

sMax = k2s (11)

where k2 correspond to a parameter of HBBO, which gives
the weight factor. We calculate a random similarity between
the two previous values sMax and sMin:

sRandom = α(sMax− sMin) + sMin (12)

where α is a random number using uniform distribution
between 0 and 1. Every component of the individual in the
education process, will be replaced by the expert individual’s
respective component until the similarity between the indi-
viduals is greater than the similarity measured in the previous
step or no components are to be changed. In case of obtaining
a better fitness, the changes will be conserved, otherwise the
individual is preserve in the original state.

C. CONSULTATION

All the individuals present in the population, except the best
individual of it, will perform the consultation process. This
process consists on finding and adviser and start consult with
him. The advisor will modify a number of variables of the
consulting individual. The number of variables to be changed
is subject to the following equation:

Nc = round {σ ×Nvar} (13)

where σ is the consultation factor, which determines the
number of random variables Nc that may be changed during
the consultation process. We apply the strategy of conserving
the changed variables if the consulting process results in an
improvement of the value of the fitness function.

D. FIELD CHANGING PROBABILITY

In each iteration, it is determined if any individual will be
transferred from one field to another. The changing probabil-
ity to each field is calculated employing a rank probability
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method, where every field is sorted according to their expert
individual function value, as follows:

Sort fields = [field1, field2, ..., fieldn] (14)

where the expert individual of field1 and fieldn has the
worst and the best function values, respectively. After that,
the changing probability for each field can be calculated as
follows:

Pi =
Oi

Nfield + 1
(15)

where Pi and Oi are the field changing probability and the
order for the i-th field to be sorted, respectively. With this
method, the field in which the expert individual of the whole
society belongs, has lower probability of being selected. On
the other hand, the field that has a worse function value of its
expert individual, will be more likely to be selected for the
process of moving an individual of this field to another one.
Then we generate a random number between 0 and 1, and it
is used in the following expression:

if rand ≤ Pi → field changing occurs (16)

If the expression is satisfied, an individual from this field will
be transferred to a different one. Once we have a field to
operate with, a selection probability for each individual will
be defined as follows:

P.Sj =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

f(Individualj)
Nind∑

k=1

f(Individualk)

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(17)

where P.Sj is the selection probability for the j-th individual
and Nind is the number of individuals in the selected field.
After that, by using the roulette wheel selection method
[35], an individual will be selected and will change his field
to another random different field. According to the use of
this algorithm in [36], we modify this operator to prevent
the fields from being unbalanced. Every certain number of
iterations, the solutions are redistributed equally among the
number of fields.

E. FINALIZATION

The stopping criteria selected in this work is the number of
iterations reaches to maximum iterations.

V. SELF-ORGANIZING MAPS
Self-organizing map (SOM) was introduced by Teuvo Ko-
honen in the year 1980 [37]. It is an unsupervised neural
network architecture for data analysis which generates a
nonlinear mapping of data to lower dimensions. Because of
the nature of the unsupervised network, it is a appropriate
method for clustering problems and data exploration among
others. In these networks, neurons acquire a knowledge in an
unsupervised way in view of the fact that is not an objective

output that the network has to come up with. Therefore, a
pattern to let the network know does not exist. This last fact
forces the network to come upon the frequent patterns in the
number of inputs. The self-organizing map it is similar to
the Vector Quantization, in which the space of input data (on
vector form), also known as feature vectors, is divide into a
finite number of contiguous regions, respectively each region
is described optimally by a single model vector. In addition,
in the self-organizing map, the models are spatially, globally
ordered.

The SOM models are corresponding with the nodes of a
regular, typically two-dimensional grid, Figure 2.

FIGURE 2: Two dimensional SOM

The SOM algorithm builds the models in such a way that
the most similar ones will be aligned with nodes that are
closer, together on the grid. While models that are are less
similar will be positioned further apart in the grid.

To apprehend this idea, we can formulate in the following
way: Every input data item must choose the model that best
fits the input item, and this model, along with a subset of
its spatial neighbors in the grid, must be changed to improve
matching.

The modification is focus on a particular node that hold the
winner model. As effect of this, the spatial neighborhood in
the network around the winner is also modified at a time. The
local ordering of the models in this neighborhood will raise.
The subsequent modifications will change different models,
leading to a modification on the entire network.

Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional topology of a self-
organizing map, where the input layer is connected with
all the neurons of the computational layer, using weights.
The SOM Network’s aim is to locate the neuron of the
computational layer with the weights that are most similar
to the values of the input layer. In order to do this, each
neuron calculates the discrepancy between the pattern of the
input and the set weights of each neuron of the computational
layer. The winning neuron, also known as Best Matching
Unit (BMU), is the one with the minimal distance between
its weights and the set of inputs. To measure the distance be-
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tween the inputs and the SOM neurons, we can use Euclidean
distance, correlation, direction cosine or block distance.

The Euclidean distance between the neurons of the com-
putational layer and the input vector is calculated according
to this equation:

di,j,(t) =

√
√
√
√

k∑

h=1

(Wi,j,h −Xk)2 (18)

where Xk is the input of the k-input neuron, Wi,j,h is the
weight for each neuron h and di,j,(t) is the Euclidean distance
of the (i, j) neuron in t relative to the input for a network with
i × j neurons in the computational layer and k elements, in
the input layer. The best matching unit is the one with the
shortest Euclidean distance computed as:

gi,j = Min(∀di,j) (19)

The best matching unit obtains an output equal to one, all
other neurons receives an output of zero and then the weights
of the winning neuron are calibrated with a learning function
to become closer to the input vector. With this operation, the
winning neuron has a higher probability to be matched when
a new input vector similar to previous enter the network.
On the other hand, if the new input vector is different, the
chances of the winning neuron to be selected are reduced.

The equation that modifies the weights of the winning
neuron and of the neighborhood function neurons is the
following:

Wjik(t+ 1) = Wjik(t) + α · ⌊Xk(t)−Wjik(t)⌋ (20)

where Xk(t) is the input vector in t, Wjik(t) is the weight
that connects the k input with the (j, i) neuron in t and α is
the learning rate

The neighborhood function makes it possible to change the
weights of the best matching unit and of the nearest neurons
to identify similar inputs. The radio of the proximate neurons
decreases with the number of iterations of the model to reach
a higher and better differentiation from every single neuron.

VI. INTEGRATION BETWEEN SOM AND HBBO
Optimization algorithms produce a large amount of infor-
mation regarding to the characteristics of the solutions, as
they advance in their iterations. This information, as common
case, is not historically stored. If we can build a history of
the optimization process; this can give us relevant knowledge
about how the optimization algorithm has been progressing
and we could also make decisions that modify its behavior
during the run. For example increasing its intensity level
either in an exploration or exploitation phase. One key aspect
of this behavior controlling is deal with the problem of
premature convergence, according to [14]. Premature conver-
gence occurs when the population of an algorithm reaches
a suboptimal state where the algorithm operators can no
longer produce new solutions better than existing ones. In

this case, we can say that the algorithm is trapped in a region
that contains non-global optimum. An explanation for this
phenomenon is the loss of diversity.

The integration between self-organizing maps and the op-
timization algorithm is based on the work presented in [38].
The main aim is that the history of the search process will
be stored for allowing us to generate decisions that affect
the behavior of the optimization algorithm. To achieve this
purpose, we will use two tables that are generated from of the
classification provided by the self-organizing map in regards
of the generated solutions, storing the number of times that
the best matching unit was activated by a particular solution.
The first table will be called population distribution table. It
stores the frequency of activation with respect to the solutions
that are present in a given moment in the population. We
will refer to this table by means of Ep(i). The second table,
search history table, will save the activation frequency with
respect to all the solutions generated during the iterations
of the optimization algorithm. We will refer to this table
through Eh(i). By analyzing the first table, we can account
for the diversity of the population in a particular iteration.
The higher the number of activated neurons, the greater it
will be the diversity of the population. On the other hand in
the search history table we will observe the behavior of the
optimization algorithm in general. For example, if a neuron
has been barely activated, we can affirm that the optimization
algorithm has not sufficiently covered that area.

With the information contained in the two tables men-
tioned previously, we will proceed to incorporate three mod-
ifications on the optimization algorithm:

• The concept of novelty: Novelty refers to the number
of similar solutions, according to the classification of
the SOM, that were found during the running of HBBO.
In other words, novelty is the quality of a solution, in
terms of being compared with the search history table.
In the sense that if we have found many solutions similar
to the one we are evaluating, their degree of novelty
will be low. On the contrary, if the search history table
contains a low number of encounters of solutions similar
to the one evaluated, the value of the novelty will be
higher. We will use the following function to calculate
the novelty metric.

novelty(f) =
1

Eh(bs)
(21)

where s represents a solution and bs is the BMU on the
trained Self-Organizing Map. In other words, novelty
is the inverse of the activation frequency in the search
history table. This generates a method by which the
solutions can remain in the population, which depends
on the contribution in the exploration of new search
subspaces. At the first iterations of the optimization
algorithm, the activation frequencies of highly exploited
regions will be greater, and thus the novelty factor
of the corresponding solutions will be low. And so, a
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percentage of these solutions will disappear giving place
to solutions with higher novelty.

• An operator for creating new solutions: We will intro-
duce new solutions with a high novelty factor into the
population. Such solutions correspond to the neurons
with low activation count in the search history table.
This incorporation is done by creating solutions that
belongs to BMU with the lowest activation frequency
in the search history table. To keep the population size
constant, the solutions with the lowest novelty will be
removed from the population. This operator replaces
solutions of overcrowded areas to sparsely populated
regions.

• Balance between exploration and exploitation: The level
of exploration in the current state of the HBBO is
defined by counting the number of different activated
neurons in the population distribution table. A balance
function is used to determine the number of neurons
which ideally should be activated in the current iteration
of the search process. This optimal number of activated
units r is calculated by:

r = 1−
i

imax

· || U ||

where i is the number of iterations already performed,
imax is the maximum number of iterations and || U ||
is the total number of neurons of the SOM. The reseed
fraction equals the difference between the ideal and the
measured neuron count.

A. PSEUDOCODE FOR HBBO-SOM

Algorithm 1 depicts the proposed procedure for the imple-
mentation of HBBO. Lines 1, 2 and 3, we set the initial
parameters for the optimization algorithm; initial population
are generated and spread the solutions among the fields.
Regarding the loop between Lines 5 and 9, every solution
except the first individual of each field, execute the education
process. For loop between Lines 10 – 12, we apply the
consultation procedure for each solution, except the best
individual of all the population. Finally, from Line 13 to
19, we proceed to perform the procedure to move random
individuals to another random field. Algorithm 2 shows the
proposed implementation of SOM. The Line 1 execute the
function that saves the activation frequencies of the popu-
lation distribution table, and the search history table. The
Line 2 executes the procedure that is responsible for checking
if there is the necessity of incorporating new solutions and
determining the number of these. The loop on Lines 3 to 5
replace a number of solutions defined in the step before, and
the function on Line 4 will defines from which best matching
unit the solutions are randomly created (from the neurons
with the lowest count in the search history table) and which
solutions with the lowest fitness functions will be deleted.

Algorithm 1 HBBO

1: Set initial parameters
2: Generate initial population
3: Spread population among fields
4: while (i≤MaximumIteration) do
5: for i = 1 : n (n number of fields) do
6: for j = 2 : m (m number of individuals in fieldi) do
7: Education(individualij)
8: end for
9: end for

10: for i = 1 : n (n number of individuals) do
11: Consultation(individuali)
12: end for
13: for i = 1 : n (n number of fields) do
14: for j = 1 : m (m number of individuals in fieldi) do
15: if check individualj of fieldi = True then
16: Move individualj to random field
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: Call to Algorithm 2: Self Organizing Maps
21: end while

Algorithm 2 SOM

1: Save Activation Frequency Tables()
2: Check Reseeding()
3: for i = 1 : n (n number of new solutions) do
4: ReplaceSolutions()
5: end for
6: Reset Population Distribution Table()

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This work finds bijective S-Box with 8 input and output
bits. The implementation of both algorithms has been done
in C++. For the construction and analysis of the proposed
substitution box we have used the library presented by [39],
which is a collection of C++ classes designed for analyzing
vector boolean functions. The construction and training of
the self-organizing map were carried out using the library
[40]. The experiments were launched on a dual Intel Xeon
E5-2690 with 32GB RAM running in Debian 10. The values
of the parameters of the optimization algorithm were the fol-
lowing: k1 = 0.8, k2 = 1.2, cf = 0.2, individuals = 150,
iterations = 5000. The parameters of the SOM were the
following: Rows = Columns = 10, epochs = 2000,
samples = 10000. Source code can be found on [99]

In Figure 3, we can see the number of the new solutions
incorporated through and experiments with 1000 iterations
and 90 solutions as an initial population quantity.

In Figures 4, 5 and 6, the color intensity refers to the
number of times that a particular neuron has been activated
(this information is store in the search history table). The
lighter the green color, the smaller the number of solutions
that have been associated with a particular neuron, allowing
us to see in a certain way which regions have been explored
to a greater or lesser extent. As we advance in the iterations
of the optimization algorithm, the self-organizing map helps
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Method Min NL Max NL ACNV
[41] [42] 84 106 100.0

[43] 98 108 102.3
[44] 96 106 102.5
[45] 100 106 103.0
[46] 96 106 103.0
[47] 98 108 103.0
[48] 98 108 103.2
[49] 100 106 103.2
[50] 99 106 103.3
[51] 96 108 103.5
[52] 101 108 103.8
[53] 101 106 103.8
[54] 102 106 104.0
[55] 98 108 104.0
[56] 100 106 104.0
[57] 102 106 104.0
[58] 98 108 104.0
[59] 102 108 104.5

[60] [61] 100 108 104.7
[62] [63] 102 108 104.7

[64] 100 108 104.75
[65] 100 107 104.8
[66] 104 106 105.0
[67] 102 108 105.2
[68] 102 108 105.3
[69] 100 110 105.5
[70] 98 110 105.5
[71] 102 110 105.5
[72] 104 108 105.7
[73] 102 108 106.0

[74] [75] [76]a 104 110 106.0
[76]c 106 108 106.0
[77] 104 110 106.2
[78] 104 110 106.5
[79] 106 108 106.5

This Work 102 110 106.5

[80] [81] 106 108 106.7
[82] 104 108 106.7

[6] 106 110 107.0
[76]b 104 108 107.0

[83] 106 108 107.5
[84] 106 110 107.75

[8] 108 108 108.0
[85] 104 110 108.0
[86] 106 110 108.5
[87] 108 112 109.0

[88] [89] [90] 112 112 112.0
[91]b 112 112 112.0
[91]a 114 114 114.0
[91]c 114 116 114.5

TABLE 1: Experimental Results

us to incorporate solutions belonging to regions of the search
space little explored, this can be observed taking into account
the homogenization of the color in the figures as we move
forward in iterations.

As a counterexample, Figure 6 shows the situation where
we do not incorporate the solution replacement operator. In
this image, we can observe a certain imbalance between
regions. For example, the region in the row 7 column 8 has
a value of the activation frequency of 2049, in contrast to
the regions in row 5, columns 2 and 3, with an activation
frequency value of 71 and 152 respectively.

A. NONLINEARITY

The results shown in Table 2 consider the average nonlinear-
ity of the S-box coordinates only [91]. The works are based
on optimization algorithms and chaotic approaches.

B. BIJECTIVITY

For an n× n S-box, the bijectivity is confirmed if it satisfies
the equation:

wt

(
n∑

i=1

aifi

)

= 2n−1 (22)

where ai ∈ {0, 1}, (a1, a2, ..., an) 6= (0, 0, ..., 0) and wt
is the Hamming weight. All S-boxes found satisfies the
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164 177 91 2 126 0 63 158 66 54 146 150 44 51 157 7
245 236 212 210 15 254 207 4 110 246 186 183 127 68 93 125
111 208 45 33 225 65 106 82 34 214 182 86 153 56 116 129
219 199 151 248 39 78 209 109 175 62 185 57 249 228 196 163
40 155 250 59 55 61 17 96 223 252 31 140 201 11 103 218
23 131 174 35 198 159 60 202 149 187 255 122 16 80 20 72

234 213 70 76 12 152 137 195 160 100 168 192 115 220 8 191
27 148 138 88 244 243 58 14 77 197 216 30 64 117 97 123

222 231 83 25 10 230 130 184 29 107 161 22 200 49 145 189
5 206 73 92 147 101 221 171 28 124 113 48 118 239 128 233
38 238 227 3 170 135 67 71 203 114 190 32 9 224 21 193

141 217 105 53 226 253 134 229 194 50 99 1 102 36 204 179
144 173 172 47 181 169 142 42 242 89 19 75 85 26 133 95
215 108 24 104 143 121 237 18 178 79 136 205 235 69 132 176
211 251 167 98 94 43 241 120 13 6 247 84 156 112 46 87
90 37 41 154 162 81 232 240 188 74 165 139 52 180 166 119

TABLE 2: Proposed SOM-HBBO based S-Box

FIGURE 3: Incorporation of new Solutions

equation stated before.

C. ALGEBRAIC DEGREE

The proposed S-box has a algebraic degree of deg(f) = 6,
which is a good indicator of resistance to higher-order differ-
ential attacks, algebraic attacks or cube attack [92] and [93].

Algebraic attacks, have been introduced [94] and [95].
They recover the secret key, or at least the initialization of
the system, by solving a system of multivariate algebraic
equations. In order to identify a cryptographic algorithm’s
immunity to this kind of attacks, the criterion of algebraic
immunity was established. The proposed S-box, has value of
algebraic immunity equals to 4 which is the maximum value
for a substitution box with these dimensions.

D. STRICT AVALANCHE CRITERIA

Strict avalanche criterion was proposed by Webster and
Tavares [96]. If a boolean function satisfy Strict Avalanche

FIGURE 4: HeatMap of diversity 100 Iterations

Criteria, it means the output bit would change with a prob-
ability of half whenever a single input bit is changed. This
can be screened by determining dependency matrix of S-box
under examination. The dependency matrix for one of the
substitution boxes founded is provided in Table 3. The SAC
of the proposed S-box is 0.4943 which is having a negligible
deviation of 0.0056 from the ideal value 0.5.

0.5000 0.4219 0.5000 0.5156 0.5312 0.5312 0.4688 0.4844
0.4844 0.4531 0.4531 0.4531 0.4844 0.4844 0.5000 0.5312
0.5000 0.5312 0.4844 0.4375 0.5469 0.4531 0.5156 0.5781
0.4688 0.5781 0.5469 0.4375 0.5156 0.4844 0.5625 0.4844
0.4844 0.4688 0.4062 0.5156 0.5312 0.4531 0.5312 0.5000
0.5000 0.5000 0.4688 0.5000 0.4219 0.4688 0.5156 0.4062
0.5000 0.4531 0.5156 0.5312 0.5312 0.5469 0.5312 0.5312
0.4375 0.5000 0.5156 0.4844 0.5000 0.4531 0.4688 0.5469

TABLE 3: Dependency matrix for avalanche effect
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FIGURE 5: HeatMap of diversity 500 Iterations

FIGURE 6: HeatMap of diversity 900 Iterations

E. BIT INDEPENDENT CRITERION(BIC)

BIC property can be explained as all the avalanche variables
should be pair-wise independent for a given set of avalanche
vectors, generated by the complementing of a single plaintext
bit. Results are shown in table 4.

F. DIFERENTIAL UNIFORMITY

An S-box having differential uniformity uniquely maps an
input differential ∆x to an output differential ∆y. An S-
box is said to be immune to differential cryptanalysis, if

FIGURE 7: HeatMap with no replacement operator 900
Iterations

— 106 100 106 102 104 102 106
106 — 100 106 106 102 104 104
100 100 — 106 104 102 96 106
106 106 106 — 106 104 100 106
102 106 104 106 — 104 106 90
104 102 102 104 104 — 102 108
102 104 96 100 106 102 — 106
106 104 106 106 90 108 106 —

TABLE 4: Bit independent criterion

it has as low value of maximum differential approxima-
tion probability as possible. The differential approximation
probability (DAP) measures differential uniformity and is
mathematically defined as:

DAP (∆x → ∆y) =
#{x ∈ X|S(x)⊕ S(x⊕∆x) = y}

2m

where X is the set of input values and 2m is the total number
of elements. The maximum DAP for proposed S-box is
0.0468. Table 5 shows a comparative results with another
works.

G. LINEAR APPROXIMATION PROBABILITY

The maximum value of the imbalance of an event is called
Linear approximation probability LP. The parity of the input
bits selected by the mask Γx is equal to the parity of the
output bits selected by the mask Γy. The definition of LP
according to [4] of a given S-box is as follows:

LP = max
Γx,Γy 6=0

∣
∣
∣
∣

#{x ∈ X | x · Γx = S(x) · Γy}

2n
−
1

2

∣
∣
∣
∣

(23)
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S-Box DAP

This work 0.0468
[6] 0.0391
[48] 0.0468
[45] 0.0468
[51] 0.0391
[52] 0.0546
[49] 0.0391
[64] 0.0468
[22] 0.0468
[97] 0.0468

TABLE 5: Comparison of max differential probability of
some S-boxes

where Γx and Γy are the input and output value respectively,
where X is the set of all posible inputs; and 2n is the number
of elements. The maximum value of LP for our proposed S-
box is 0.1484375.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The substitution box is one of the most important components
in symmetric cryptographic systems such as Data Encryption
Standard, and Advanced Encryption Standard. An S-Box
provides the characteristic of hiding the relationship between
secret key and cipher text. This is the only nonlinear compo-
nent that determines the strength of entire block encryption
algorithm. Therefore, the main problem in the design of
strong cryptosystem is the construction of a secure S-box.

In this work we have successfully combined a metaheuris-
tic based on human behavior with Self-Organizing Maps, that
avoid the problem of premature convergence. This algorithm
was used to maximize the property of nonlinearity of the
S-box in combination with the concept of novelty of the
solutions. Novelty refers to the number of times that the
Self-Organizing Map has found similar solutions during the
execution of the optimization algorithm.

The S-boxes founded in this work are competitive with
the state of the art results presented in several publications.
It is worth mentioning that not only the quality but also the
quantity of good S-boxes is relevant, as those found with this
scheme.

The results could be further improved incorporating an
initial generation of solutions that inherently possess a higher
degree of diversity in relation to the hamming distance,
for example, using techniques such as clustering. Another
technique that could be used to increase the efficiency of
the algorithm is to use a machine learning method such as
SVM to obtain a model that can be used as a substitute
for the objective function and allows us to calculate the
nonlinearity of an S-box in less time than the calculation
used in the original version. Another approach that we could
take is the incorporation of an algorithm that allows us to find
the optimal values of the parameters of the algorithms used,
either the optimization algorithm as from the Self-Organizing
Map. This could be done for example with Autonomous
Search.
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